
PATCHING SMART PAVER 

Selia Selenggara Selatan Sdn. Bhd. is a concessionaire company that carries out the Federal Roads 

maintenance for Southern Region. One of the SSSSB responsibilities is to repair the potholes within  

24 hours upon received of complaint. Patching potholes is given the highest priority in road 

maintenance. Road accidents due to unpatched potholes could cause some severe injuries and 

fatalities. Improper patching technique could also cause road accidents. Improper patching process or 

technique that not meeting the specification would produce uneven patched surface, and 

consequently bumpy rides for the road users when their vehicle ramp up on patched potholes that 

are bumpy or shallow. 

Generally, improper patching of potholes are due to the followings incorrect practices: 

- The potholes not properly cut into square-shaped and then cleaned from dust or residue 

before patching. Consequently, this mistake causing the bonding between the new and old 

premix to be weak and not lasting. Many potholes re-occur at the same spot. 

- Potholes not compacted according to specification. 

- The premix temperature during patching below the specification. 

With the intention to improve the quality of potholes patching, and ensure the patching is safe to the 

road users, SSSSB’s Inno-Tech team called Smart Bulber Unit (SBU) has designed a machine called 

Patching Smart Paver (PSP). PSP is designed to ensure the amount of premix placed on the pothole is 

sufficient and evenly distributed. This in turn would produce smooth and optimum patching finishing 

quality after the compaction process. Otherwise, uneven patching surface or a bump would cause 

unpleasant driving experience and endanger the road users. The size of the PSP is quite small, 

therefore the handling of PSP at the work site is quite easy. The benefit of using PSP is that it reduces 

the required manpower from 7 workers down to 4-5 workers. The PSP should improve the pothole 

patching quality, and the road users driving safety and comfort at the federal roads maintained by 

SSSSB. 
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